
AIR ASIA HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING

The AirAsia is a type of business that provided flight service to everyone. In the HRMIS, human resource planning is
plan by an employee from the HRD.

In this case, SAS could have successfully applied integrative HRM model that is focus on internal
development and reward-effort exchange. The second problem will be the high switching costs. At the
growing stage, InQpharm should consider applying fit and flexibility HR policies, which rewards staff at
different organizational life cycle stage. Therefore, it is critical for company to respond to the organizational
strategic change in the globalization era through its competitive HR policies and practices since organization
competitive advantage depend largely on its ability in exploiting human resources effectively. And, the
increasing specialization functional needs to bring in by manager. The narrowest compares to other routes will
the profit margin. This can be the high liabilities as the company needs more money. The control in this
strategy also gives benefits because AirAsia function only to be a controlled a system that is AirAsia used.
Wikipedia, For the substitute products of AirAsia will be train, busses and cruise. In addition, for the vision
part in AirAsia, AirAsia aims to be the largest low cost airline in Asia and serving the 3 billion people who are
currently underserved with poor connectivity and high fares. Therefore, organizational agility is imperative to
deal with this uncertainty, which demands strategic flexibility and organizational learning ability. To fascinate
new passengers, AirAsia can increase the baggage limits. As we all had been informed, this task required to be
relate with another chapters is chapter eight that is strategic management and managing human resources
which is chapter ten. However, the policies, procedures and managerial practices they deploy are contradicting
to that view. Economics are come from standard product design and global manufacturing. If swine flu
continues to spread and there is a major outbreak in Southeast Asia, all carriers, including AirAsia could be
significantly affected. In AirAsia, the stakeholders are customers, employees, shareholder and government.
There are different HR strategy models that have been proposed Figure 3. The simple or entrepreneurial
structure exists when the owner is also the manager. An Instagram post from AirAsia chairman Kamarudin
Meranun states the airline will develop its own esports team, league, and esports centre. RedQ is full of fun
elements, such as the colourful bean bags and astroturf at the atrium where Allstars can kick up their heels,
mingle, meet and communicate with one another. Meeting rooms depicting Manila, Tokyo and Sydney
respectively. InQpharm practices transparent communication to employees about what is expected of them
InQpharm Staff Survey has helped employees to perform well in supporting business needs. Combination of
these 2 levels for all flight will be the best effective method. The process of achieving organizational goals by
may not sufficient and supportive for the organization succeed in the world of complex environments.
Besides, Tony also mentioned that was the first joint venture that will offer training for airlines throughout
Asia when at the JV signing ceremony. This can be high tax and administrative cost. In this case, if HR
strategy is fitting business strategy, it will lay off non-core employee and might create the feeling of insecurity
and low morale among employees in the company. AirAsia continues to spread out the way for low-cost
aviation through the innovation, efficient and passionate approach to business with a route a network that
extent through over 20 countries. The decision making process is simple. With the airbus A, there will be
better performance and reliability as help in proving the fuel efficiency and extra capacity. Operation
effectiveness and outstanding efficiency. Today, AirAsia has flown over 55 million guests across the region
and continues to create more extensive route network through its associate companies. While for the mission
of AirAsia, AirAsia wants to be the best airline company to work whereby employees are treated as part of the
big family. In order to make sense of what is going on around them, firms must undertake an analysis of their
external and internal environment. But, AirAsia needs to come out with the strategy that can make competitive
position that the company performs different activities from rivals or performing similar activities in different
ways to achieve their business successfully, and the last one is because the effect of globalization and
E-commerce becoming an effective tool in a company nowadays. For example, during recession, company
strategy is to downsize and improve profitability.


